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DDear Mini enthusiast,

It was a real pleasure to meet you at the IMM 
and to introduce you our last Restomod project, 
The Mini Evolution. 

We have been working on this project for 
almost 2 years now and we are very proud of the 
result. It took many hours reverse-engineering 
the whole powerplant and engine bay but we 
finally made it, we manage to fit the Ecoboost 
1.0 engine into the Classic Mini engine bay 
without cutting any parts of the shell.

“MINTO”



WWhen we first thought about using the Ecoboost 1.0 engine we 
could not imagine the performance capacity this engine has. 
After renting a Fiesta powered with an 1.0 Ecoboost engine we 
were  surprised not only for its performance but also for its 
drivability. The flat torque curve that starts at very low rpm 
enables to pull comfortably through all gears.

The small turbo together with the variable cam timing gives an 
almost instantaneous engine response at any rpm. This engine is 
an absolute game changer and we decided to devolp this cracy 
idea of retrofitting the Classic Mini with the ultimate engine 
technology to achieve great performance and efficiency.



New gadgets are now being developed by Restomod such as the remote app control system that allows the user 
to activate any electric device on The Mini Evolution from a Smartphone or the new multimedia system with a 
10” screen that will be integrated into the Classic Mini dashboard allowing access to a navigation system, music 
library, entertainment apps etc. as well as to all engine and performance parameters.

Three cars have been build as a pre-series and The Mini Evolution is now offered as a drive in / drive out 
conversion or a full car build. There are too many options to list as every Mini is made to order.
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#TheMiniEvolution
Preserving the charm of the classic Mini, the Mini 
Evolution combines technology, performance and 
reliability perfectly

     1000cc
     Turbocharged
     Direct injection
     Variable cam timing

restomodclassic.com
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info@restomodclassic.com

Imagine your dreamed Mini 
with the newest technology 
and get in touch to fulfil 
your wishes

Drive in / drive out 
conversions

or
full car builds
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About Restomod

We transform classic cars into exclusive 
pieces that are able to create an emotional bond, 

combining exclusivity, style and adrenaline.

New powertrain technology and modern features 
allows any classic car to be used as an everyday vehicle 

while its performance and exclusivity may take you 
through the most enjoyable roads or to any exclusive events.

Genuine cars, modified and handcrafted just for you!
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THIS IS...

THIS IS GENTLEMAN FUN

we are multilingual


